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Abstract 
The literature reports that equality of temperature, equality of potential and equality of pressure 
between a system and a reservoir are necessary conditions for the stable equilibrium of the sys-
tem-reservoir composite or, in the opposite and equivalent logical inference, that stable equili-
brium is a sufficient condition for equality. The aim and the first novelty of the present study is to 
prove that equality of temperature, potential and pressure is also a sufficient condition for stable 
equilibrium, in addition to necessity, implying that stable equilibrium is a condition also neces-
sary, in addition to sufficiency, for equality. The second novelty is that the proof of the sufficiency 
of equality (or the necessity of stable equilibrium) is attained by means of the generalization of 
the entropy property, derived from the generalization of exergy property, which is used to dem-
onstrate that stable equilibrium is a logical consequence of equality of generalized potential. This 
proof is underpinned by the Second Law statement and the Maximum-Entropy Principle based on 
generalized entropy which depends on temperature, potential and pressure of the reservoir. The 
conclusion, based on these two novel concepts, consists of the theorem of necessity and sufficiency 
of stable equilibrium for equality of generalized potentials within a composite constituted by a 
system and a reservoir. 
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1. Introduction 
The interactions occurring within a composite constituted by a system A  and a reservoir R  determine the state 
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of stable equilibrium which represents the foundation of the Second Law statement reported in the literature and in 
particular by Gyftopoulos and Beretta [1]. The reservoir is defined as an auxiliary system experiencing stable 
equilibrium states only [1]. The mutual stable equilibrium between system and reservoir implies the necessary 
conditions of equal temperature, chemical potential and pressure of the system-reservoir composite AR  [1]. 
Instead, the canonical definition of entropy, founded on this statement of the Second Law and derived from energy 
and available energy, is underpinned by the equality of temperature as the sole necessary condition for the stable 
equilibrium of AR  and for this reason is based only on the constant temperature RT  of the reservoir [1]. The 
chemical potential Rµ  and pressure RP  of the reservoir do not appear in the formulation of entropy. The first 
aim is here to explore the possibility of generalizing the definition of exergy property, and consequently the de-
finition of entropy, considering the equality of chemical potential Rµ µ=  and pressure RP P= , within the sys-
tem-reservoir composite, as further necessary conditions of mutual stable equilibrium in addition to equality of 
temperature and characterizing the definition of generalized entropy by Rµ  and RP  in addition to RT . The 
second aim is to demonstrate that equality of temperature, equality of potential and equality of pressure are con-
ditions that are also sufficient for stable equilibrium and the proof is attained by means of the generalized entropy 
derived from the generalized exergy here defined, which is used to derive stable equilibrium as a logical conse-
quence of the equality of generalized potentials. 

The following analysis focuses on “simple systems” according to the terminology and definitions adopted by 
Gyftopoulos and Beretta [1] where the system can be large or small, even at molecular or atomic level, and can 
experience states of equilibrium and nonequilibrium [1] [2]. It is important to underline that the present study does 
not disprove any of the fundamentals reported in the literature, and on the contrary, based on those thermodynamic 
foundations, it extends the standpoint and generalizes the related definitions and properties. 

The method adopted is based on the assumption that entropy is an inherent property of any system [3] and 
equality of chemical potential and pressure between system and reservoir constitute necessary conditions of stable 
equilibrium of the system-reservoir composite, in addition to the equality of temperature. These additional con-
ditions will therefore be accounted for in defining of the generalized exergy which implies that generalized en-
tropy is derived according to the procedure based on the statement that entropy S  is proportional to the differ-
ence between energy E  and available energy Ω  [1] according to the following expression: 

( ) ( ) ( )1 0 1 0 1 0
1 R R

R

S S E E
C

 − = − − Ω −Ω                               (1a) 

and considering that the definition of exergy is directly correlated to the generalized available energy consequent 
to the generalized adiabatic availability [1], then: 

( ) ( ) ( )1 0 1 0 1 0
1 R R

R

S S E E EX EX
C

 − = − − −                             (1b) 

in which RC  is a constant property depending on the reservoir only.  

2. Thermal Stable Equilibrium as a Sufficient Condition (or Equality of  
Temperature as a Necessary Condition) 

The canonical definition of physical exergy property is based on the amount of heat and work interaction occur-
ring until the system is in a mutual stable equilibrium with the reservoir; in particular, the (thermal) exergy for-
mulated as maximum net useful work, obtained by means of a weight process resulting from the difference of 
generalized available energy between the (variable) temperature T  of system A  and the (constant) temperature 

RT  of reservoir R , is as follows [1]:  

( )MAX

10 1 0
T AR R REX W →= = Ω −Ω                             (2a) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
MAX

10 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

TT AR R R T T
R REX W EX EX U U T S S P V V→= = − = − − ⋅ − + ⋅ − .      (2b) 

The term ( )1 0
T T

RT S S− ⋅ −  represents the amount of heat released to the reservoir once the equality of temper-
ature RT T=  between system and reservoir has been achieved at thermal equilibrium. 

The term ( )1 0RP V V⋅ −  expresses the amount of work released to the reservoir at constant pressure RP  dif-
fering from the (variable) pressure P  of the system, since system and reservoir are not in mutual stable equili-
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brium even though the system-reservoir composite AR  is in a stable (thermal) equilibrium state due to the 
equality of temperatures RT T= .  

According to the procedure reported in the literature [1], the (thermal) entropy is derived from the product of the 
factor 1 RT  and the difference between energy E  and generalized available energy Ω  which are both mea-
surable properties while entropy is not: 

( ) ( ) ( )1 0 1 0 1 0
1 TT R R

R

S S E E
T

 − = − − Ω −Ω                            (3a) 

and considering that (thermal) generalized available energy is directly correlated to thermal exergy, then: 

( ) ( ) ( )1 0 1 0 1 0
1 TT R R

R

S S E E EX EX
T

 − = − − −  .                       (3b) 

It should be noted that this definition of entropy property depends solely on temperature RT  and does not in-
clude pressure RP  of the mechanical reservoir despite it is appearing in the definition of thermal exergy expressed 
by Equations (2a) and (2b) which constitute a term of Equations (3a) and (3b). 

Although equality of temperature is a necessary condition of mutual stable equilibrium derived from the 
Highest-Entropy Principle [1] [4], this condition is not unique and therefore cannot be also termed sufficient. In 
fact, even when two interacting systems are in thermal stable equilibrium due to equal temperatures, these systems 
may experience (constraints removed) states of nonequilibrium due to a not null difference of (chemical) potential 
and or pressure. Therefore, equality of temperature, chemical potential and pressure between system and reservoir 
must constitute the set of necessary conditions ensured by the mutual stable equilibrium of a system-reservoir- 
composite. However, the proof that equal potential and pressure are necessary conditions for stable equilibrium is 
founded on the Highest-Entropy Principle where the entropy property is defined with respect to a reservoir at 
constant temperature only [1] [4]. Therefore this Highest-(Thermal)-Entropy Principle should not be able to prove 
the necessity of potential and pressure because (thermal) entropy does not account for the difference between the 
potential and pressure of the system and the potential and pressure of the reservoir. Moreover, the procedure 
adopted to demonstrate the necessity of temperature equality does not explicitly refer to the temperature of re-
servoir RT  or an intermediate temperature EQT  of equality between system and the reservoir at equilibrium. 
Hence, the definition of (thermal) entropy should require a generalization extended to the contributions of 
chemical entropy and mechanical entropy evaluated with respect to a reservoir at constant chemical potential Rµ  
and constant pressure RP  adopted in the procedure without any specific constraint of reservoir characteristics [1]. 

It is noteworthy that the canonical expression of thermal entropy is proved [1] by means of the concept of 
impossibility of the Perpetual Motion Machine of the Second Kind (PMM2) which is a consequence of the Second 
Law expressing the existence and uniqueness of the stable equilibrium state [1]. The thermal aspect of entropy 
definition proof is based on the impossibility of the PMM2 performing a direct cycle converting an amount of heat 
interaction into work interaction without releasing heat at lower temperature to a thermal reservoir.  

3. Chemical Stable Equilibrium as a Sufficient Condition (or Equality of Potential  
as a Necessary Condition) 

A definition of chemical exergy is proposed by Kotas [5] as “the maximum work obtainable from a substance 
when it is brought from the environmental state to the dead state by means of processes involving interaction 
only with the environment”. Indeed, such an environment is a system behaving as a chemical reservoir which 
can be characterized according to the definition proposed by Gyftopoulos and Beretta [1] as a “reservoir with 
variable amounts of constituents”. The maximum net useful work withdrawn from the system interacting with 
the reservoir undergoing a process from initial state 0 to final state 1, corresponding to the chemical exergy 

CEX , is expressed by the following equation reported by Kotas [5]: 

( )MAX 1
10

0

lnC AR
R

PEX W RT
P

→= =                                  (4) 

where the superscript “C” stands for “chemical reservoir” since the composite of system and reservoir under- 
goes an interaction that can be defined as “mass interaction” determining a “useful work” until the system-   
reservoir composite is not in a state of stable equilibrium. Mass interaction is characteristic of chemical energy 
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transfer and it is moved by the difference of chemical potential between the system and the chemical (isopoten-
tial) reservoir. 

In the more general case of a mixture consisting of n  chemical constituents, according to the definition re-
ported by Moran and Sciubba [6]: 

( )MAX ,1
10 ,1

,0

ln
n n

iC AR
R iii i i

x
EX W RT x

x
→= =∑ ∑                           (5) 

where ix  represents the molar fraction of the -thi  constituent. The equality of chemical potentials is ac-
counted for as a further necessary condition of mutual stable equilibrium between the system and the reservoir in 
addition to the equality of temperature [1]. This implies a definition of chemical entropy derived from chemical 
exergy and chemical energy according to the method previously adopted and the general definition of Equations 
(1a) and (1b). To do so, if the concept of generalized available (chemical) energy is again considered, the for-
mulation of chemical exergy should be translated as the following expression: 

( ) ( )MAX

10 1 0

CC AR R REX W →= = Ω −Ω                             (6a) 

( ) ( )MAX

10 1 0

CC AR R REX W EX EX→= = − .                          (6b) 

Now that chemical exergy is defined, and considering that energy and available energy are additive properties, 
chemical entropy is an additive property as well. Therefore, chemical entropy may be derived from the chemical 
potential and the generalized available (chemical) energy which depends on mass interaction:  

( ) ( ) ( )1 0 1 0 1 0
1 CC R R

R

S S E E
µ

 − = − − Ω −Ω                          (7a) 

and considering that a correlation between generalized chemical available energy and chemical exergy can be 
established: 

( ) ( ) ( )1 0 1 0 1 0
1 CC R R

R

S S E E EX EX
µ

 − = − − −                        (7b) 

which expresses the chemical entropy derived from (chemical) energy and chemical exergy, based on the equal-
ity of potential that constitutes a necessary condition for mutual stable equilibrium between the system and the 
chemical reservoir, in addition to equality of temperature [1]. This expression depends on the potential of reser-
voir Rµ  and is formally analogous to the thermal entropy Equation (3a) and (3b). The term 1 Rµ  corresponds 
to the term 1 RT  in Equations (2a) and (2b), so that chemical stable equilibrium is the result of the necessary 
condition of chemical potential equality between the system and chemical reservoir, given the equality of tem-
perature and pressure of the system-reservoir composite. 

4. Mechanical Stable Equilibrium as a Sufficient Condition (or Equality of Pressure  
as a Necessary Condition) 

The weight process constitutes a device adopted to measure the maximum net useful work extracted from a sys-
tem A  releasing a corresponding minimum non-useful heat to a (thermal) reservoir TR  at constant tempera-
ture RT  according to the definition of generalized available energy and thermal exergy here adopted. The in-
verse (and reversible) process requires the weight process to be the minimum net useful work released to A  
and extracting a corresponding maximum non-useful heat from TR . Nevertheless, the weight process can also  

be regarded as an interaction suitable for calculating the minimum non-useful work ( )MIN

10
ARW → , released by  

system A  to the (mechanical) reservoir MR  at constant pressure RP , associated to the maximum net useful  

heat ( )MAX

10
ARQ →  which, in this symmetric process, can be referred to as mechanical exergy MEX  [7]. In this  

case, the weight process occurs through the interaction of system A  with mechanical reservoir MR  until the 
difference of pressure between system and reservoir is null. Due to the fact that the non-useful work is released 
interacting with the mechanical reservoir, it may be inferred that work, such as heat, is no longer useful since it 
constitutes the non-convertible component of generalized available energy of the system interacting with the 
mechanical reservoir. 
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To summarize, the mechanical exergy property accounts for the maximum net useful heat ( )MAX

10
ARQ →  ex- 

tracted from system A  releasing the minimum non-useful work to the mechanical reservoir. System A  inte-
racts with a mechanical reservoir behaving as an isobaric reservoir MR . Then, with the symbol MEX  adopt-
ing the superscript “M” standing for “mechanical”: 

( ) ( )MAX

10 1 0

MM AR R REX Q →= = Ω −Ω                                  (8a) 

( ) ( )MAX

10 1 0

MM AR R REX Q EX EX→= = − .                              (8b) 

This relation expresses the amount of generalized available (mechanical) energy of system A  converted into  

heat interaction ( )MAX

10
ARQ →  at higher variable temperature with respect to the thermal reservoir TR  at lower 

constant temperature RT . On the other hand, ( )MAX

10
ARQ →  results from the minimum amount of work interac-

tion ( )MIN

10
ARW →  released to the mechanical reservoir along the isothermal process where the heat interaction is 

withdrawn from the thermal reservoir to be converted into ( )MAX

10
ARQ → . The minimum amount of non-useful  

work interaction, corresponding to the maximum net useful heat withdrawn, at constant temperature RT , from 
the thermal reservoir and converted into useful heat at higher temperature, is expressed as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
MIN

1 0 1 0 10 1 0 1 0ln ln ln ln
MR R AR

R R RE E W RT V V P V V V→ − − Ω −Ω = = − = −  .         (9) 

The term ( ) ( )1 0 1 0ln ln ln lnR R RRT V V P V V V− = −  equals the (theoretically minimum) amount of work re-
leased to the reservoir and is equal to the low temperature heat, withdrawn from the thermal reservoir, converted  

into high temperature heat ( )MAX

10
ARQ → . 

The definition of mechanical exergy formulated by Equations (8a) and (8b) is the basis for deriving the ex-
pression on mechanical entropy using the same procedure adopted for thermal exergy and thermal entropy: 

( ) ( ) ( )1 0 1 0 1 0

MM R R

R R

RS S E E
P V

 − = − − Ω −Ω                       (10a) 

taking into account the relationship between generalized mechanical available energy and mechanical exergy: 

( ) ( ) ( )1 0 1 0 1 0

MM R R

R R

RS S E E EX EX
P V

 − = − − −  .                   (10b) 

Equation (9) ( ) ( )1 0 1 0ln ln ln lnR R RRT V V P V V V− = − , substituted in the former relation, implies the expres-
sion of mechanical entropy [7]: 

( ) ( )1 0 1 0ln lnMS S R V V− = − .                              (11) 

This expression is a consequence of the Second Law and the stable equilibrium state in a system-reservoir 
composite AR. The condition of pressure equality between system and reservoir might prove, using the Highest- 
(Mechanical)-Entropy Principle, to be an additional necessary condition of mutual stable equilibrium between 
system and reservoir that needs to be complied, with the equality of temperature and potential to ensure the 
equilibrium status of the composite system-reservoir as a whole. 

The Second Law implies the impossibility of a Perpetual Motion Machine of the Second Kind (PMM2) per-
forming, in this case, an inverse cycle so that it may be expressed as the impossibility for available energy to be 
transferred from a reservoir at lower pressure RP  to a system at higher pressure P  without the contribution of 
heat interaction. This inverse PMM2 can consequently represent a statement to prove mechanical entropy defi-
nition by using the same method adopted to derive the entropy property from the Second Law principle. 

5. Generalized Entropy Derived from Generalized Exergy 
The definition of exergy is characterized by the property of additivity because it is defined with respect to an 
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external reference system or to an internal part of the system itself behaving as a reservoir. The definition of a 
thermo-chemical-mechanical reservoir characterized by constant temperature, chemical potential and pressure 
implies the property of additivity of the components that constitute the generalized exergy so that: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ,G T C M
R R R R R REX T P EX T EX EX Pµ µ= + + .                  (12) 

The additivity of the entropy property can be proved considering the additivity of energy and generalized 
available energy. On the basis of the additivity of the entropy property, the generalized entropy results from the 
sum of entropy components each derived from the corresponding exergy component related to the (generalized) 
potential constituted by temperature, chemical potential and pressure. Therefore, generalized entropy GS  can 
be expressed as [8]: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ,G G T C M
R R R R R RS S T P S T S S Pµ µ= = + + .                    (13) 

Generalized entropy is derivable from generalized exergy if, and only if, the system is in stable equilibrium 
with a generalized reservoir. This condition implies equality of temperature, chemical potential and pressure 
between system and reservoir which becomes a set of necessary conditions for the stable equilibrium state of the 
system-reservoir composite. 

6. Stable Equilibrium as a Necessary and Sufficient Condition for Generalized  
Potential Equality 

One of the most recent statements of the Second Law consists of the existence and uniqueness of stable equili-
brium [1] [9]. This statement implies that all subsystems of a whole system have to be individually in stable 
equilibrium and the composite of all subsystems mutually interacting with each other has to be in stable equili-
brium as well. On the other hand, entropy property is a consequence of the Second Law founded on stable equi-
librium which implies that equality of potential and equality of pressure are additional necessary conditions 
consequent to stable equilibrium, however potential and pressure of the reservoir do not appear in the definition of 
entropy property mentioned above. In fact, the formulation of entropy here referred to, is correlated solely to the 
equality of temperature between system and reservoir and indeed depends solely on the temperature of reservoir 

RT . As a further consideration, the proof that potential and pressure are additional necessary conditions of stable 
equilibrium is based on the Highest-Entropy Principle whereas the definition of entropy is related to equality of 
temperature only and does not include potential and pressure [1]. The reason is that the proof is general, while the 
concept of entropy has not been generalized as well to comply with the proof procedure. Therefore, there is an 
apparent inconsistency which may be resolved by means of a generalization of the entropy definition proposed in 
the previous section. 

According to the proof theory, deriving a thesis from a hypothesis leads to the logical proof of hypothesis suf-
ficiency and, vice versa, deriving the hypothesis from the thesis leads to the logical proof of hypothesis necessity. 

The proof that equality of temperatures, potentials and pressures within the whole composite system-reservoir 
are necessary condition of stable equilibrium, hence “equilibrium => equality”, is described by Gyftopoulos and 
Beretta [1] who adopt the Highest-Entropy Principle to prove that temperature-potential-pressure equality is the 
consequence of individual-and-interacting stable equilibrium [1] [10]. 

With an opposite logical procedure, Gaggioli adopts the Lowest-Energy Principle to prove that individual- 
and-interacting stable equilibrium implies temperature-potential-pressure equality [11]. Therefore stable equili-
brium is a sufficient condition for equality, hence, once again, “equilibrium => equality”. However, since suffi-
ciency of equilibrium (or necessity of equality) is the sole condition established and proved and, on the other 
hand, the necessity of stable equilibrium is not proved, then the system-reservoir composite may experience 
equality of the temperatures, potentials and pressures while the composite itself is not in a stable (or neutral) 
equilibrium state since the equilibrium is not necessary as well (or equality is not sufficient as well) in contra-
diction to the assumed stable equilibrium. To resolve this contradiction, reference can be made to the thermal, 
chemical, mechanical contributions of exergy, which is an additive property, so that the sum of these contribu-
tions constitutes generalized exergy as the base for deriving generalized entropy, which is an additive property 
as well, as demonstrated in Section 5 above. The only procedure to prove the necessity and sufficiency, without 
disproving the proofs already provided in the literature, is consequently to demonstrate that equalities (or equili-
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brium) are necessary and sufficient conditions, thus Gaggioli’s statement is also necessary and Gyftopoulos and 
Beretta’s statement is also sufficient, both implying that the inference equality => equilibrium is complementary 
to the inference equilibrium => equality so that both equilibrium and equality are necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for each other. In different terms, equilibrium is true if and only if equality is true and equality is true if 
and only if equilibrium is true. Figure 1 represents the hierarchical structure of the statement of necessity and 
sufficiency conditions. 

Thus, Gaggioli adopts the Lowest-Energy Principle and Gyftopoulos and Beretta adopt the Highest-Entropy 
Principle, and since entropy depends on the difference between energy and generalized available energy as per 
Equations (1a) and (1b) which imply the First Law and Second Law respectively, then entropy remains the suit-
able quantity to attain the proofs of sufficiency as well as necessity. Therefore entropy property should account 
for potential and pressure, in addition to temperature in order to constitute the procedure for such a proof. 

( ), ,GE E S n β=  Lowest-Energy Principle  ( ), ,G GS S E n β=  Highest-Entropy Principle. The two prin-
ciples are mutually correlated to each other. In fact, the Stable-Equilibrium-State Principle establishes the ma-
thematical relationship among all system properties. This relationship also exists between the Lowest-Energy 
Principle and the Highest-Entropy Principle which are intrinsic to the Stable-Equilibrium-State Principle as 
stated by the fundamental relations as follows [1]: 

1 1, , ,0 , ,0 0

d d d d
r s

i j
i jn i jS n S n

E E EE S n
S nβ β β

β
β= =

       ∂ ∂ ∂    = + +        ∂ ∂ ∂             
∑ ∑            (14a) 

1 1, , ,0 , ,0 0

d d d d
r s

i j
i jn i jE n E n

S S SS E n
E nβ β β

β
β= =

       ∂ ∂ ∂    = + +        ∂ ∂ ∂             
∑ ∑ .             (14b) 

The proof of the necessity of stable equilibrium (or the sufficiency of generalized potential equality) consists 
of deriving stable equilibrium from equality and may be established “ab absurdum” assuming that temperatures, 
potentials and pressures of system and reservoir are equal while the system-reservoir composite is not in stable 
equilibrium. Indeed, this condition is admitted by the sufficiency of stable equilibrium as the only inference 
which does not “necessarily” imply that stable equilibrium is a consequence of equality of temperature, potential 
and pressure in the system-reservoir composite so that the equality may be compatible with nonequilibrium. 
This equality of generalized potential would thus be able to move the system into a nonequilibrium state without 
undergoing any net change of the environment, or that would be able to generate a weight process according to a 
PMM2 which is impossible according to the Second Law statement based on stable equilibrium as assumed. The 
consequence is that equality must imply stable equilibrium, that is, equality must be a sufficient condition for 
stable equilibrium (or stable equilibrium must be a necessary condition for equality). The proof of this suffi-
ciency can be based on the Highest-Generalized-Entropy Principle where generalized entropy depends on  
 

 
Figure 1. Hierarchical structure of necessity and sufficiency conditions.      
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temperature, potential and pressure of reservoir ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ,G G T C M
R R R R R RS S T P S T S S Pµ µ= = + + . 

Having assumed the equality of generalized potential between system and reservoir, generalized entropy has 
to assume the highest value and the system is thus at stable equilibrium. 

7. Conclusion 
The result of the present study is a proposal to encompass the Second Law statement by a bi-univocal logical 
relationship between the stable equilibrium of a system-reservoir composite assumed as a hypothesis, and gene-
ralized potential equality derived as the thesis of a theorem. The outset is that the literature reports the equality 
of temperature, potential and pressure between a system and a reservoir as a necessary condition for stable equi-
librium of the system-reservoir composite or, in the opposite and equivalent logical inference, that stable equili-
brium is a sufficient condition for equality. The method adopted consists of the analysis of the logical relation-
ship between stable equilibrium and equality of generalized potential correlated by the Maximum-Entropy Prin-
ciple. The first conclusion is the proof that equality of temperature, potential and pressure is also a sufficient 
condition, in addition to being necessary, for stable equilibrium implying that stable equilibrium is also a neces-
sary condition, in addition to being sufficient, for equality of generalized potential. The second conclusion is that 
the proof is attained by means of the generalized entropy derived from the generalized exergy here defined, 
which is used to demonstrate that stable equilibrium is a logical consequence of equality of generalized poten-
tials. This proof is underpinned by the Second Law statement conceived in terms of existence and uniqueness of 
stable equilibrium and using the Maximum-Generalized-Entropy Principle based on generalized entropy prop-
erty which depends on the temperature, potential and pressure of the reservoir. The conclusion, derived from 
these two novel concepts, consists of the theorem of necessity and sufficiency of stable equilibrium for equality 
of generalized potentials within a composite constituted by a system and a reservoir. 
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Nomenclatures 
A : System; 
AR : System-reservoir; 
C : Composite; 
E : Energy, J; 
EX : Exergy, J; 
G : Gibbs potential, J; 
M : Mass, Kg; 
n : Constituent; 
P : Pressure, Pa; 
Q : Heat interaction, J; 
R : Reservoir; 
R : Universal gas constant; 
S : Entropy, J/K; 
T : Temperature, K; 
U : Internal energy, J; 
V : Volume, cubic m; 
W : Work interaction, J; 
x : Mole.  

Greek Symbols 
µ : Chemical potential, J; 
Ω : Available energy, J. 

Subscripts and Superscripts 
AR : Composite system-reservoir; 
C : Chemical; 
G : Generalized; 
M : Mass; 
MAX : Maximum; 
MIN : Minimum; 
NET : Net; 
R : Reservoir; 
REV : Reversible; 
T : Thermal; 
0 : Initial state; 
1 : Final state; 
→ : Outward interaction flow;  
← : Inward interaction flow. 
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